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The designer
The product of a family of architects impassioned by design and
contemporary creations, Jean-Philippe NUEL gained his architect’s
diploma at the Beaux-arts de Paris before quickly gaining recognition
by winning an international competition presided over by Kenzo Tange.
Very quickly he moved on to project managing the architecture and
interior decoration of a Paris hotel.
After this promising start, boutique hotel projects followed in both
Paris and the provinces: the Victoire Opéra, the Villa Saint Germain,
the hôtel Thérèse, Le General, Le Duo, Le Regent Petite France in
Strasbourg, the Jiva Hill Park Hotel near Geneva and soon, the Grand
Balcon in Toulouse...

Since then, the great hotel chains turned to him : SOFITEL
(Budapest and Paris la Défense Centre), Hilton (Evian, Malta), the
Club Mediterranee (Peisey Vallandry), with other projects underway
with le Méridien (Paris Etoile, Brussels, Dubai), Radisson (Nantes),
Westin (Aqaba, Jordan) and even the Taj hotel (India), the Marriott
(Marrakesh) and two cruise ships for Iles du Ponant.
Today his agency is active in Japan, the Middle East and of course
Europe, working on hotel projects and also private residences, spas,
concept stores and restaurants.

The concept
Jean-Philippe Nuel explains :
“The Mogador range grew from the original design for the bridge.
It came from a project undertaken for the Molitor pool, for which I
wanted small light, easily manoeuvrable armchairs for the bedrooms.
With its practical handhold, this seat can easily be moved to allow the

client the freedom to organize their workspace at a round table.
In terms of design, the objective was to showcase the wooden structure
with its very fine joints which point us back to a kind of expertise which
is entirely at the service of contemporary lines.”

Construction & comfort
Structure – moulded seat/back shell in beech multi-ply.
Comfort – polyurethane foam 50kg/m3 - 3.9kPa clad in 110g/m2
Polyester quilting.

Making-up
Removable covers.
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Base in natural or anthracite-stained solid beech.
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Dimensions
Bridge – Width 62 Depth 58 Height 83 Seat height 47
Chair – Width 50.5 Depth 59 Height 83 Seat height 47
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